
typographies.fr — End-User License Agreement

Purchase of a license does not constitute actual ownership of the font(s) – the ownership of the font(s) 
remains with the author(s) – but gives the right to use the font(s) within certain limits, determined by 
this License Agreement. This agreement applies to each font made available by typographies.fr on ILT.

The word “font” used herein means the software/file that generates typeface designs when used 
with the appropriate hardware and software. Except as otherwise provided, typographies.fr grants 
you a non-exclusive license for the use of the font(s) and of its documentation. Typographies.fr also 
reserves all rights relative to the intellectual property of the products. Upon purchase, we grant you a 
license to use the font(s) within the terms of this License Agreement.

1) Except as permitted herein, you may not rename, modify, copy, or distribute a font from 
typographies.fr in full or in part, nor distribute its related documentation. 
Please contact typographies.fr for any particular demand (adding a character for example).

2) On ILT’s website you have to choose between 6 type of licenses when ordering a product:
• desktop license: create materials with the font on electronic devices such as your computer
• webfont license: display websites with @font-face
• app license: embed the font as outline data in the licensed app
• server license: operate the font on server(s); users may not download the font itself
• EPub license: embed the font into electronic publications 
• Digital Advertising license: use webfonts to create digital advertisements

Please choose carefully the license(s) you actually need. 

3) For you personal use only, you are permitted to make back-up copies of the font on cd, hard 
disk, or usb drive.

4) Typographies.fr shall not be responsible for any problem relative to the use of any specific 
software or computer, or any specific version of a software or computer. 

5) No refund.

6) Under no circumstances shall typographies.fr be responsible for the use made of its fonts, nor for 
any damage related to the use of the fonts, whatever this damage may be. Typographies.fr shall in 
no event be liable to the licensed user, except for the cases described in the License Agreement.

7) We request anyone using a font from typographies.fr in a professional context, notably 
publishers, to identify the font by name, but it is not an obligation.

This License Agreement applies in all territories of the world and as long as the intellectual 
and artistic property defined by the French and the international legislation as well as by the 
international conventions lasts.
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